SCOOT BACK to BIG D 2017
Parking Information
PAY LOTS/METERS

FREE PARKING

There are 3 Pay Lots in the area,
labeled on the map as A, B and C.

There are quite a few free parking
places in the immediate vicinity of
the hall, but finding an empty one,
especially in the evening, is a lucky
occurrence. However, on Friday
evening, if you drive up as local
workers are leaving for the day, you
may snag a spot. On Saturdays and
Sundays these spaces are typically
open before 10a.m.

All charge $5 for Friday night, and
$5 for all day Saturday or Sunday,
but each has a different definition
of when “night” starts, as well as
different payment procedures,
which should be carefully observed.

Lot A is directly across Exposition
from the Sons of Hermann Hall. The
‘evening’ rate for this lot starts at
3:00 p.m.
Lot B is just down the street, and the
‘evening’ rate starts at 6:00 p.m.
Lot C is 3-4 blocks away at Main and
Hall; its ‘evening’ is unspecified.
PARKING METERS
Many of the metered spots in the
area are free DURING THE DAY on
weekends. Again, however, the
definition of ‘day’ may vary. Check
the signs on EACH meter to be sure
of the rules for that spot. Also, many
of these meters allow ‘pay by
phone’ with the Parkmobile app.

Many of the metered spots in the
area are free DURING THE DAY on
weekends. This is typically until 6
p.m., but check the sign on your
meter to be sure.

NO-PARKING ZONES
and Other Cautions
There are numerous no parking
zones in front of area businesses,
indicated with signs and/or curb
striping. PLEASE be very careful to
observe these zones; towing can be
aggressive, and retrieving your car
from the impound lot on the
weekend is time-consuming,
expensive, and frustrating.

PUBLIC TRANSIT
The Dallas Area Rapid Transit
(DART) system has a rail stop
(Baylor Medical Center) less than 0.5
mile from the dance hall. The
suggested walking route is
indicated in orange.
There are bus stops at Main & 2nd
(stop ID 15126), Main & Exposition
(13080), and Elm & 2nd (15121).
Further information is available at
www.dart.org

